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Abstract. In this paper we describe the application of a Deep Reinforcement 
Learning agent to the problem of control of Gene Regulatory Networks 
(GRNs). The proposed approach is applied to Random Boolean Networks 
(RBNs) which have extensively been used as a computational model for GRNs. 
The ability to control GRNs is central to therapeutic interventions for diseases 
such as cancer. That is, learning to make such interventions as to direct the 
GRN from some initial state towards a desired attractor, by allowing at most 
one intervention per time step. Our agent interacts directly with the environ-
ment; being an RBN, without any knowledge of the underlying dynamics, struc-
ture or connectivity of the network. We have implemented a Deep Q Network 
with Double Q Learning that is trained by sampling experiences from the envi-
ronment using Prioritized Experience Replay. We show that the proposed novel 
approach develops a policy that successfully learns how to control RBNs signif-
icantly larger than previous learning implementations. We also discuss why 
learning to control an RBN with zero knowledge of its underlying dynamics is 
important and argue that the agent is encouraged to discover and perform opti-
mal control interventions in regard to cost and number of interventions.  
Keywords: Controllability, Complex Networks, Q Learning, Prioritized Expe-
rience Replay, Interventions 
1 Introduction 
Random Boolean Networks (RBNs) were introduced [11] as a computational model 
to simulate the dynamics of Gene Regulatory Networks (GRNs) and is the model that 
has received the most attention. In the context of GRNs the state of the cell at a spe-
cific time step is characterized by the expression of its genes (gene expression). RBNs 
are networks comprised of nodes corresponding to the genes of a cell where gene 
expression is quantized as binary values {1, 0}, namely active or inactive gene. At 
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each time step, the expression of a specific gene is governed by a Boolean function 
assigned at that gene, as well as other genes interacting with it. The number of states 
an RBN can have are 2" where 𝑛 corresponds to the number of nodes. Regardless of 
their simplicity, RBNs have provided valuable insights to the dynamics of GRNs [21, 
23]. 
Perturbations can be caused to the state of the cell as the result of environmental caus-
es such as the climate an organism may reside in or malfunctions of other cells of that 
organism. Such perturbations can cause the state of the cell to transition from some 
current state towards some other state where the cell may exhibit undesirable (collec-
tive) behavior. GRNs have been observed to exhibit sudden emergence of ordered 
collective behavior, which in the context of RBNs is manifested as attractors [10]. 
Such collective behavior has been found for example in cancerous cells in the form of 
Proliferation and Apoptosis [9, 10]. 
Thus, controllability can be viewed as the process of developing a strategy aiming to 
cause such perturbations by targeted interventions to specific genes of the cell, in 
order to drive it towards a desirable attractor, referred to as the target attractor. That 
is, a state that no longer exhibits undesirable behavior, such as uncontrollable cell 
proliferation. Such interventions are of significant importance as they can have a posi-
tive therapeutic effect in various diseases such as cancer.  
In this paper we apply a Deep Q Network (DQN) [17] with Double Q Learning (Dou-
ble DQN) which we refer to as the agent [7, 8] that is trained by sampling experiences 
from the environment; being an RBN, using Prioritized Experience Replay (PER) 
[20] in order to determine a control policy that drives the RBN from any state towards 
the target attractor. The proposed approach makes no assumptions and requires no 
knowledge about the underlying structure, connectivity, dynamics or Boolean func-
tions of the RBN. The agent learns how to control the network merely by direct inter-
action and observation of the RBN’s state transitions. In order to ensure that an inter-
vention is as less intrusive to the network as possible we limit the number of interven-
tions allowed per time step to a maximum of one and attempt to control the RBN in a 
restricted specified time frame.  
 
To summarize our contributions are as follows: 
 
• We propose a novel approach to the problem of RBN control and show that 
it can scale to significantly larger RBNs compared to previous learning algo-
rithms. 
 
• We discuss the significance of learning how to control an RBN without 
making any assumptions of the underlying dynamics or structure of the net-
work. 
 
• Finally, we show that the proposed approach is trained in such way as to dis-
cover near optimal interventions in terms of the cost and number of interven-
tions; dependent to some problem related assumptions [22, 24, 25]. 
 
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we briefly review 
previous approaches to the problem of RBN control. In Section 3 we introduce RBNs. 
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Section 4 formally introduces the problems of control in the context of RBNs. Then 
Section 5 adumbrates the main concept behind Q-Learning and Deep Reinforcement 
Learning and discusses why learning to control RBNs with no knowledge or assump-
tions of the network’s dynamics, structure or connectivity is of significant importance. 
In Section 6, we present and discuss our Experiments and Results. Finally, Section 7 
includes concluding remarks and suggestions for future work. 
2 Related Work 
In recent years a number of solutions have been suggested to the problem of control 
of both synchronous and asynchronous RBNs [1, 4, 15, 6, 16, 3, 19, 12]. Gao et al. [5] 
suggested a k-walk method for directed tree networks which was used to show how 
one node can control a set of target nodes. A greedy algorithm was also proposed that 
approximated the number of driver nodes needed in order to control such target 
nodes. Other approaches include those proposed by Chen et al. [3] where the authors 
introduce a control scheme that freezes part of the network according to the average 
sensitivity of Boolean functions for a specific time frame. Paul et al. [19] recently 
suggested a decomposition based approach to control asynchronous RBNs. The au-
thors apply control only for a single time step aiming to make the minimum number 
of interventions required. The proposed approach exploits the underlying structure of 
the RBN in order to decompose it into Blocks which are used to determine the strong 
basin of attraction of the RBN; that is determine the states that will inevitably lead the 
RBN to a target attractor. However, to our knowledge, the only previous approach 
that learns to control RBNs was proposed by Karlsen et al. [12] who apply a variant 
of a Learning Classifier System (LCS) called XCS that uses a genetic algorithm to 
evolve control rules in order to drive an RBN from a state towards a specified target 
attractor. The authors also explore XCS control rules compared to optimal control 
rules [13]. 
In the context of Reinforcement Learning (RL), Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) 
has received a surge of interest recently. Mnih et. al [17] proposed a Deep Q Network 
(DQN) that was trained to play Atari games by sampling experiences from the envi-
ronment with the use of Experience Replay (ER) [14], having as input only the raw 
pixels of the game. The DQN was successful in exceeding human performance in 3 of 
the ATARI games and outperforming any other previous approaches. In this paper we 
have implemented two advancements in DQNs and ER, that is Double DQN [7, 8] 
trained using Prioritized Experience Replay (PER) [20]. The state-space of ATARI is 
significantly large and DRL has shown very satisfying results, thus it is reasonable to 
consider DRL as a potential approach to the problem of learning how to control 
RBNs in order to exceed the number of nodes previous learning approaches have 
achieved. 
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3 Random Boolean Networks 
3.1 Structure and Dynamics 
In order to show the direct correlation of RBNs with GRNs we take the case of a 
GRN with 𝑛 genes. Each gene regulates the activity of some other gene(s); it is in 
other words one of the factors determining whether some other gene in the cell is 
active or inactive. Thus, we assume that the state (gene expression) of gene 𝑔% at some 
time step 𝑡 is expressed as 𝑔%(𝑡). Hence, 𝑔%(𝑡) = 1 indicates that a gene is active and 𝑔%(𝑡) = 0 inactive. We now construct a vector 𝐺-(𝑡) = [𝑔/(𝑡), 𝑔1(𝑡), … , 𝑔"(𝑡)] 
where 𝐺-(𝑡) corresponds to state	ℎ ∈ 𝑁 of the RBN at time 𝑡, also known as Gene 
Activity Profile (GAP) [8] in the context of GRNs, where N is the set of all 2" possi-
ble RBN states. Each node 𝑔% of the RBN is assigned a Boolean function 𝑓% and input 
nodes 𝑖𝑛𝑝%. Thus, the Boolean functions of RBN nodes are expressed as a vector of 
functions 𝐹 = [𝑓/, 𝑓1, … , 𝑓"]. For example, if node 𝑔< has inputs 𝑖𝑛𝑝< = [𝑔=,			𝑔>] 
and Boolean function 𝑓< then the value of 𝑔<(𝑡 + 1) would be 𝑔<(𝑡 + 1) =𝑓<([𝑔=(𝑡),			𝑔>(𝑡)]) = 𝑓<(𝑖𝑛𝑝<). To be more exact, assume at time step	𝑡 node 𝑔<(𝑡) = 1, showing that gene 𝑘 is active. Also, assume that 𝑔=(𝑡) = 1,			𝑔>(𝑡) = 0 
and 𝑓< = 	𝑂𝑅	.  At the next time step the value of 𝑔<(𝑡 + 1) will be 𝑔<(𝑡 + 1) =𝑓<([1, 0]) = 1	𝑂𝑅	0 = 1. We refer to this process as a natural state transition of the 
RBN. In this paper we consider synchronous state transition updates where at each 
time step the values of all nodes are updated. 
3.2 Attractors 
Attractors of an RBN are sets of states, subsets of 𝑁, that in the context of Markov 
Chains and stochastic processes are irreducible and periodic or are absorbed states. 
Irreducible and periodic means that every state in the attractor is reachable from any 
other state with period equal to the number of states of the attractor set. That is if an 
attractor is comprised of m states and at time step 𝑡 the state of the RBN is 𝑠 the next 
time the RBN will transition to 𝑠 will be at 𝑡 + 𝑚. An absorbed state is a state that 
once visited the RBN cannot transition to any other state. In both cases the RBN is 
considered to be ‘trapped’ in that set of states or single state and thus cannot escape 
without external interventions. 
3.3 Example 
We present here (Fig. 1) an example of an RBN to demonstrate what was introduced 
at subsections 3.1 and 3.2. The RBN has 𝑛 = 5 and 𝐹 = [𝑋𝑂𝑅, 𝑋𝑂𝑅, 𝐴𝑁𝐷, 𝑂𝑅,𝑋𝑂𝑅]. The connectivity of the RBN is shown at Fig. 1. As shown, regardless of the 
state an RBN is in, it will eventually transition into one of the three attractors 𝒜/ ={10010, 11011, 01110}, 	𝒜1 = {11010}, 	𝒜M = {00000}. This can easily be veri-
fied by looking at the State Transition Graph (STG) in Fig. 1. (right graph) that 
shows every state transition that occurs starting from every possible state in the set 𝑁 
of RBN states. Attractor 𝒜/ corresponds to an irreducible set of states, while 𝒜1 and 𝒜M to absorbed states. 
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Fig. 1. The top left network (white) shows an RBN n=5. The right graph (light gray) corre-
sponds to the State Transition Graph (STG) of the RBN, showing the natural state transitions 
that occur starting from every possible of the 𝑁 RBN states. The bottom left graphs (light blue) 
show the attractors of the RBN. 
4 Control of RBNs: Problem Formulation 
As explained and shown in Section 3 an RBN regardless of its initial state it will 
eventually transition into an attractor. Transitioning to a specific attractor is depend-
ent on the initial state of the RBN. If we take the example of the RBN in Section 3.3. 
and observe Fig. 1 we notice that if the RBN is initialized at state 10100 or 00110 
for example, the RBN will always eventually transition to attractor 𝒜/. On the other 
hand, the only way to naturally transition to 𝒜1 is to either have an RBN with initial 
state 11011 or 01010. Similarly, for 𝒜M only four possible states (Fig. 1) can natu-
rally transition to that attractor. However, as discussed in Section 1, some attractors 
may be undesired, as they may exhibit some undesirable functionality. 
Hence, controllability takes the form of making targeted interventions at each time 
step of natural state transitions in order to drive the RBN from some state or undesir-
able attractor towards a desirable one, in a restricted, specified time frame.  
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4.1 Intervention 
We refer to intervention to the state of an RBN as the process of perturbing the value 
of a node of the network; hence, changing its value from 1 to 0 or vice versa. In order 
to make interventions to the network as less invasive as possible we restrict the num-
ber of possible interventions per time step to a maximum of 1; that is, either no inter-
vention occurs and the RBN naturally transitions to the next state or the value of one 
node is switched. After each intervention a natural state transition occurs for one time 
step. Thus, we define intervention at time step 𝑡 as follows: 
 𝐼𝑛(𝐺-(𝑡), 𝑣)	 
 
(1) 
where 𝐺-(𝑡) is the state of the RBN at time step	𝑡 and 𝑣 indicates the position of the 𝑛 nodes whose value will be perturbed; where 𝑣 is a non-negative integer 𝑣 ∈ [0, 𝑛]. 
A value of 𝑣 = 0 indicates that no intervention occurs and the RBN naturally transi-
tions to the next state, whereas 𝑣 = 𝑖 and 0 < 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛 indicates perturbation to node 𝑔%. 
For example, assume that the RBN introduced at Section 3.3 is in state 00110 at time 
step 𝑡	and we choose to intervene at the third node i.e. 𝐼𝑛(𝐺RR//R(𝑡), 3). The state of 
the RBN at the next time step will be as follows: The third node is perturbed, thus 
state 00110 becomes 00010 and 𝐺RRR/R(𝑡 + 1) = 11011. So, one intervention oc-
curred at the third node of the RBN which was then followed by a natural state transi-
tion. It is important to note that if no natural transition was allowed to occur after 
each intervention, then the problem of control would be trivial as we could just calcu-
late the Hamming distance of the current state to one of the target attractor states and 
switch the value of the different nodes one per time step. As previously noted, we also 
restrict the number of time steps interventions can occur, which makes the problem of 
control challenging. By making random interventions to the state of the RBN indefi-
nitely, the network would eventually be controlled. However, by limiting the number 
of time steps interventions are allowed, a strategy needs to be discovered in order to 
drive the RBN from its current state towards the target attractor. As we will show in 
Section 6 the number of time steps of allowed interventions are set to be significantly 
smaller than average random interventions needed to control each state. In our case 
the use of time steps is arbitrary, however in a real-world case it could correspond for 
example to the duration of application of a specific therapy applied to the gene and 
would be determined by a field practitioner such as a doctor or a biologist. 
4.2 Markov Decision Process 
Markov Decision Process (MDP) is a framework for modelling stochastic processes 
and is also used to describe an environment in the context of Reinforcement Learning. 
We briefly discuss in this section how the problem of RBN control can be expressed 
in terms of an MDP. RBNs while deterministic, can me modelled as a special case of 
MDPs where the probability of transitioning from one state to the next is 1. Modelling 
the RBN as an MDP, the next state of the RBN depends only on the current state; that 
is, it satisfies the Markov property.  Then the tuple (S, A, P, ℛ, g) describes the full 
problem of RBN control where S is the set of RBN states, A is the set of actions i.e. 
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possible RBN interventions, P:S×A×S→ ℤ is the transition matrix which is determin-
istic. ℛ: S→ ℤ1 is the reward function where: 
 ℛ = X10,																											𝑖𝑓	𝑠 ∈ 𝑆	𝑖𝑠	𝑡ℎ𝑒	𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡	𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟−1,																					𝑖𝑓	𝑠 ∈ 𝑆	𝑖𝑠	𝑎	𝑛𝑜𝑛 − 𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟	𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒−2, 𝑖𝑓	𝑠 ∈ 𝑆	𝑖𝑠	𝑎	𝑛𝑜𝑛 − 𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡	𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟	𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 
 
and g		∈ [0, 1] is the discount factor. The problem can be expressed as determining a 
control strategy to maximize the future cumulative reward as follows: ℛ`abcd = 	gR	ℛ/ +	g1	ℛ1 +	gM	ℛM +⋯+ g`f/	ℛ` = 	g gbf/	ℛb`bh/  
 
where T corresponds to some terminal state which in the context of RBNs corre-
sponds to a target attractor or reaching the specified intervention limit as discussed in 
the next section. 
5 Double Deep Q Network with Prioritized Experience 
Replay 
The goal of a Reinforcement Learning (RL) agent is to determine the actions to per-
form to the states of an environment in order to maximize some notion of cumulative 
reward in an episode. In the context of RBNs, we define an episode as one attempt to 
control an RBN; that is, we either make the appropriate interventions, successfully 
control the RBN and the attempt terminates, or we reach the number of allowed step 
interventions and the attempt terminates. Thus, the RBN can be seen as an environ-
ment, the possible interventions can be seen as the potential actions, and maximiza-
tion of cumulative reward is equivalent to the RL agent discovering a strategy which 
in the context of RL we refer to as an policy, that given a state of the RBN, the agent 
performs at each time step the intervention that will maximize the future cumulative 
reward.  
5.1 Q Learning 
Q Learning [25] is a model-free, off-policy RL algorithm under the umbrella of Tem-
poral-Difference (TD) Learning [22] that is used to determine 𝑄∗(𝑠, 𝑎) where 𝑠 ∈ 𝑁 
is the current state of the environment (RBN), 𝑎 ∈ 𝐴 is an action where 𝐴 is the set of 
all possible actions  (interventions, including no intervention) and the result of 𝑄∗(𝑠, 𝑎) is the true value of the expected reward of taking action 𝑎 at state 𝑠 and fol-
lowing some optimal policy (control strategy). Thus, it becomes clear that if 𝑄∗ is 
known then an optimal policy can be constructed where at each state of the RBN we 
 
1 The set of integers is used as it applies to this work since the processes are deterministic with 
the state transition probabilities 1 and rewards are integer values. 
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greedily select to perform the intervention that would yield the highest expected re-
ward. Q Learning is defined as follows: 
 𝑄(𝑠b, 𝐴b) = 	𝑄(𝑠b, 𝐴b) + 𝕒[ℛbl/ 	+ 	𝛾𝑚𝑎𝑥co𝑄(𝑠bl/, 𝑎p) − 	𝑄(𝑠b, 𝐴b)]	 (2) 
where 𝑠b ∈ 𝑁 is the state of the environment at time step	𝑡, 𝐴b is the set of possible 
actions that can be performed at time step 𝑡, ℛbl/	is the reward received by perform-
ing an action 𝑎 ∈ 𝐴 and transitioning to state 𝑠bl/. Also, 𝛾 is a discount factor that is 
used to determine the weight of immediate rewards compared to rewards received 
later in the episode and 𝕒 is a constant 0 < 𝕒 ≤ 	1, that determines how fast the agent 
forgets past interactions with the environment. 
5.2 Double Deep Q Network (Double DQN) 
The idea of a Double Deep Q Network was proposed by Hasselt et al. [8]. It is an 
improvement of the original DQN implementation proposed by Mnih et al. [17]. As 
the state-space increases it becomes impossible to store every state-action Q value 
pair [2] and hence classical Q-Learning becomes impractical. In order to address this 
issue, a DQN and hence a Double DQN uses a non-linear function approximator to 
parametrize the 𝑄 function as 𝑄(𝑠, 𝑎; 𝜃b) where 𝜃b are the parameters of the approxi-
mator at time step 𝑡. It is comprised of a policy network used to estimate the expected 
reward of an action and a target network that is used to update its parameters [17, 8]. 
The policy network parameters are copied to target network parameters every 𝑘 epi-
sodes. However, a Double DQN [8] uses a double estimator [7] to update 𝜃 instead of 
a single estimator. The goal of a Double DQN is to minimize a loss function as fol-
lows: 
 𝐿%(𝜃%) = (ℛbl/ 	+ 	𝛾𝑄(𝑠bl/, arg𝑚𝑎𝑥co 𝑄(𝑠bl/, 𝑎p; 𝜃%); 𝜃%f) − 	𝑄(𝑠b, 𝑎b; 𝜃%))1 (3) 
where 𝜃%f are the parameters of the target network at some time step 𝑖 and 𝜃%f = 𝜃% 
every	𝑘 episodes. Differentiating equation (3) we obtain: 
 ∇xy𝐿%(𝜃%) = (ℛbl/ 	+ 	𝛾𝑄(𝑠bl/, arg𝑚𝑎𝑥co 𝑄(𝑠bl/, 𝑎p; 𝜃%); 𝜃%f)− 	𝑄(𝑠b, 𝑎b; 𝜃%))∇xy𝑄(𝑠b, 𝑎b; 𝜃b)  (4) 
  
which can be optimized using Stochastic Gradient Descent. Thus, in the context of 
RBNs at each time step we select an action 𝑎b to perform to state 𝑠b of the RBN fol-
lowing some policy 𝜋, observe some reward ℛbl/, state transition 𝑠bl/ and according 
to these, update our target network in order to minimize equation (4). For a more 
detailed technical explanation the reader is referred to [7, 8, 17]. 
5.3 Prioritized Experience Replay 
Prioritized Experience Replay (PER) was introduced by Schaul et al. [20]. PER 
breaks the strong correlated parameter updates caused by training on consecutive data 
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samples and addresses the issue of rapid forgetting. During interaction with the envi-
ronment, instead of updating the Double DQN’s values immediately after each inter-
action and transition observation, we store that observation as an experience 𝑒b =(𝑠b, 𝑎b, 𝑅bl/, 𝑠bl/) which is then sampled from a Replay Buffer with some probability: 𝒫(𝑖) = 		 |}~∑ |~ 	, where 𝑝% 	= |𝛿| + 𝑐 is the priority of sample	𝑖, 𝛿 =	ℛbl/ 	+	𝛾𝑄(𝑠bl/, arg𝑚𝑎𝑥co 𝑄(𝑠bl/, 𝑎p; 𝜃%); 𝜃%f) − 	𝑄(𝑠b, 𝑎b; 𝜃%) and 𝑐 is a small constant to 
prevent experiences with 𝛿 = 0 from never being sampled. That way PER replays 
some experiences more than others according to how big the actual versus the pre-
dicted Q value was, with the assumption that the function approximator has ‘more’ to 
learn from experiences whose best action expected reward it predicted wrongly with 
greater margin. In order to address some issues arising with prioritising experience 
sampling, such as induced bias towards some experiences, Schaul et al. introduced 
Importance Sampling weights which are folded in equation (4) when optimising the 
Double DQN’s parameters [20]. For a more detailed explanation the reader is referred 
to [22, 25, 17, 7, 8, 14, 20]. 
5.4 Importance of Learning to Control with Model Free RL 
As discussed in subsection 5.1, Q Learning, the foundation behind Double DQN, is a 
model-free RL algorithm. In the context of RBNs, it takes the form of constructing a 
policy that successfully drives the RBN to a target attractor where no knowledge of 
the underlying dynamics, structure, connectivity, Boolean functions or the state transi-
tion graph of the RBN is required. Other non-learning approaches such as those men-
tioned in Section 2 do make use of the structure and connectivity of the RBN. How-
ever, it is important to consider control cases where nothing is known about the un-
derlying dynamics of the system.  
The proposed approach in this paper can be used to interact directly with an RBN and 
construct a successful control policy simply by making interventions and observing 
state transitions. It is important to note that while theoretically the suggested approach 
can control RBNs of any size, practically training can be very time consuming, as 
training a Double DQN to find a control strategy for RBNs can require a large number 
of experiences to be sampled. Also, while classical Q Learning [25] has been shown 
to converge to an optimal policy with probability 1, the use of non-linear function 
approximator (Double DQN) does not have that guarantee [22, 24, 25] and as shown 
in the following section tends to determine near optimal control interventions with no 
guarantee that it does so for every state. However, applying classical Q Learning 
would be impractical as it would not scale further than a few nodes [17]. 
6 Experiments and Results 
6.1 Random Boolean Network 
In our experiments we applied a Double DQN that was trained using Prioritized Expe-
rience Replay to an RBN with 25 nodes. As follows we describe the connectivity and 
Boolean functions of the RBN in order to make our results reproducible; however, 
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training the Double DQN to determine a control policy is agnostic to those details. 
The connectivity of the RBN is described as follows: 𝑖𝑛𝑝/ = [𝑔/R, 𝑔1], 𝑖𝑛𝑝1 =[𝑔/1, 𝑔1],	𝑖𝑛𝑝M = [𝑔/, 𝑔], 𝑖𝑛𝑝 = [𝑔, 𝑔], 𝑖𝑛𝑝 = [𝑔/, 𝑔], 𝑖𝑛𝑝 = [𝑔, 𝑔/M], 𝑖𝑛𝑝 = [𝑔1, 𝑔/], 𝑖𝑛𝑝 = [𝑔/, 𝑔1R], 𝑖𝑛𝑝 = [𝑔1, 𝑔M], 𝑖𝑛𝑝/R = [𝑔, 𝑔/], 𝑖𝑛𝑝// =[𝑔, 𝑔/], 𝑖𝑛𝑝/1 = [𝑔, 𝑔1], 𝑖𝑛𝑝/M = [𝑔, 𝑔/],	𝑖𝑛𝑝/ = [𝑔/, 𝑔], 𝑖𝑛𝑝/ =[𝑔/, 𝑔1R], 𝑖𝑛𝑝/ = [𝑔M, 𝑔/],	𝑖𝑛𝑝/ = [𝑔,			𝑔1/],	𝑖𝑛𝑝/ = [𝑔,			𝑔/],	𝑖𝑛𝑝/ =[𝑔,			𝑔/],	𝑖𝑛𝑝1R = [𝑔1R,			𝑔],	𝑖𝑛𝑝1/ = [𝑔1M,			𝑔/],	𝑖𝑛𝑝11 = [𝑔/R,			𝑔/],	𝑖𝑛𝑝1M =[𝑔/1,			𝑔1M],	𝑖𝑛𝑝1 = [𝑔1,			𝑔/],	𝑖𝑛𝑝1 = [𝑔/,			𝑔]. The function vector of the RBN 
is 𝐹 = [𝑋𝑂𝑅, 𝑋𝑂𝑅, 𝑋𝑂𝑅, 𝑋𝑂𝑅, 𝐴𝑁𝐷, 𝐴𝑁𝐷, 𝐴𝑁𝐷, 𝐴𝑁𝐷, 𝑂𝑅, 𝐴𝑁𝐷, 𝐴𝑁𝐷,𝐴𝑁𝐷, 𝑂𝑅,			𝐴𝑁𝐷, 𝑂𝑅,			𝑂𝑅, 𝑋𝑂𝑅, 𝑂𝑅, 𝐴𝑁𝐷, 𝑂𝑅, 𝑋𝑂𝑅, 𝐴𝑁𝐷, 𝐴𝑁𝐷, 𝐴𝑁𝐷,𝐴𝑁𝐷] and the RBN attractors are 𝒜/ = {p0000000000001011010100000 , 𝒜1 ={0000000000001011010100000}, 𝒜M = {0000000000000000000000000}, 𝒜 = {1001010100001111110111000,1000010101001011110111000, 
1000010111001011010111000,1011000111001011010110000,000101010000111101
0110001,1100000010001011110100000,0111010000001011010100001},	𝒜 ={0000010111001011110110000, 1010010001001111110101000, 1010000110001011010111000}. In order to select our target attractor, we random-
ly pick a sample of 10000 states and let them naturally evolve to an attractor. We note 
that the attractor that would naturally occur the least, is attractor 𝒜M with probability 
0.0035. Hence, we set 𝒜M as the target attractor. We then attempt to control a sample 
of 10000 randomly selected states to 𝒜M by random interventions. We note that on 
average 9612 random interventions are needed for successful control. Thus, in order 
to demonstrate the robustness and strength of the proposed approach we select the 
allowed interventions to be only 0.15% of the interventions that would randomly 
achieve control; that is, we allow interventions for only 14 time steps. 
6.2 Double DQN and Prioritized Experience Replay 
Our Double DQN is comprised of an input layer of size 𝑛 corresponding to the ob-
served state of the RBN, two hidden layers each of 100 rectifier units and a linear 
output layer of size 𝑛 + 1,  where 𝑛 corresponds to the Q values of possible interven-
tions (actions) and the extra unit corresponds to the Q value of no intervention. We 
set our target network update parameter 𝑘 = 5000 and discount factor 𝛾 = 0.98 to 
strongly weight future rewards. For PER we set 𝜔 = 0.6 and linearly anneal 𝛽 from 0.4 to 1 in 70% of training. The size of the Replay Buffer is set to 100000 and during 
training 512 experiences are sampled per episode used to minimize equation (3) for 
which we use Huber Loss to calculate the loss in order to avoid exploding gradients 
by error clipping [16]. The parameters of the network are optimized using RMSProp 
optimizer, we train the network for 2500000 episodes and the policy we use during 
training is ε-greedy where ε is linearly annealed from 1 to 0.05. Finally, we assign 
reward ℛbl/ of −2 if an intervention directs the network in the next time step to a 
non-target attractor, −1 to a non-attractor state and a reward of 10 for interventions 
that direct the network to the target attractor. 
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Fig. 2. The average episodic reward per epoch (epoch=5000 episodes) increases after training 
starts, implying that the network discovers ways to control the RBN in less than 14 time steps. 
6.3 Results 
After training has finished, we attempt to control the RBN starting from every possi-
ble state towards 𝒜M using a greedy policy; that is, from the 𝑛 + 1 Q values outputted 
by the trained network we select the one with the highest expected reward. We note 
that the agent achieves 100% controllability. After plotting the average reward per 
episode per epoch received during training (Fig. 2; we assume 1 epoch = 5000 epi-
sodes) we note that the reward begins to increase shortly after training has begun 
reaching a peak value after about 1250000 episodes. However, this result would not 
be possible if the agent had not discovered a policy that achieves successful control in 
less time steps than the allowed number of 14. This can easily be deduced by observ-
ing equation (2) and noting that if control was achieved strictly in 14 time steps the 
average reward should be negative and in the best-case scenario (assuming that no 
non-target attractors are visited) it would be (−1 ∙ 13 + 10) ÷ 14 = −0.75. However, 
looking at Fig. 2 we can see that the average reward peaks at approximately ≈ 1.2. 
Hence, we can deduce that on average the maximum number of time steps required by 
the developed policy is just above 4, which in fact shows that during training our 
network tends to find optimal control strategies for each state, however as mentioned 
in section 5.4 with no guarantee that it does so for every state due the fact that we are 
using a non-linear function approximator during training (Double DQN). This can 
also be deduced by observing Fig. 3 that shows the average interventions per epoch 
during training. Interventions drop to an average of slightly above 4. For a more con-
crete elaboration on optimality the reader is referred to [22, 24].  
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Comparing this approach with XCS [12], XCS was able to control RBNs of size max-
imum of 5 nodes due to scalability issues faced by Classifier Systems as the state 
space of the problem of application increases [22]. While a direct comparison is not 
feasible, it interesting to note the efficiency of Double DQN by comparing the result 
of an average of approximately 4 interventions for the RBN with 25 nodes to the one 
presented in [12]. Table 3 [12] shows average interventions on 5 node RBNs ranging 
from 1.2 to 1.7. Even though we increased the state space by a factor 1048576 (21R) 
the proposed approached determined a control strategy that requires only about 2.5 
more interventions than XCS needed for RBNs with 5 nodes. 
 
 
Fig. 3. The average episodic interventions per epoch (epoch=5000 episodes) sharply decreases 
after a few thousand episodes and reaches an average value slightly above 4 further indicating 
that the agent finds a control policy with significantly less interventions than the specified. 
6.4 Conclusion & Future Work 
We introduced in this paper a novel learning approach to the problem of RBN control 
that uses Double DQN and PER to directly interact with an RBN and achieve control 
with no knowledge of the underlying connectivity, structure or Boolean functions of 
the RBN. This can be proved to be very useful when a control strategy needs to be 
developed for the states of an RBN, but no prior knowledge exists about the structure 
or dynamics of the network. In addition, we showed that this approach achieves con-
trol in significantly larger RBNs compared to previous learning approaches and does 
so in significantly fewer time steps than random interventions would achieve control. 
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Finally, we argued that the reason behind achieving control in such few steps is be-
cause the developed policy tends to find near optimal control strategies. 
For future work we aim to investigate further the application of Deep Reinforcement 
Learning algorithms on the problem of control of RBNs, where we will focus on 
whether we can use this technique to determine a network’s driver nodes [5, 18] and 
attempt to control RBNs which are updated asynchronously. In addition, we aim to 
improve our current control implementation to scale to significantly larger RBNs as 
well as study other approaches to address the current limitations of the approach as 
discussed in section 5.4. Finally, we will be generalising our proposed solution by 
applying our work to the problem of controlling Probabilistic Boolean Networks. 
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